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The aim of this work is to study the phenomenal organization of shape and color in vision
and art in terms of microgenesis of the object perception and creation.The idea of “micro-
genesis” is that the object perception and creation takes time to develop. Our hypothesis
is that the roles of shape and color are extracted in sequential order and in the same order
these roles are also used by artists to paint objects. Boundary contours are coded before
color contours.The microgenesis of the object formation was demonstrated (i) by introduc-
ing new conditions derived from the watercolor illusion, where the juxtaposed contours
are displaced horizontally or vertically, and based on variations of Matisse’sWoman, (ii) by
studying descriptions and replications of visual objects in adults and children of different
ages, and (iii) by analyzing the linguistic sequence and organization in a free naming task
of the attributes related to shape and color.The results supported the idea of the microge-
nesis of the object perception, namely the temporal order in the formation of the roles of
the object properties (shape before color). Some general principles were extracted from
the experimental results. They can be a starting point to explore a new domain focused
on the microgenesis of shape and color within the more general problem of object organi-
zation, where integrated and multidisciplinary studies based on art and vision science can
be very useful.
Keywords: shape perception, color perception, perceptual organization, watercolor illusion, vision and art
INTRODUCTION
THE PROBLEM OF FIGURE–GROUND SEGREGATION
Rubin in 1921 started the studies of ﬁgure–ground segregation,
whichisoneofthebasicproblemsofvisionscience,byaskingwhat
appearsasaﬁgureandwhatasabackground.Throughphenome-
nological experiments,he discovered some general ﬁgure–ground
principles: surroundedness, size, orientation, contrast, symmetry,
convexity, and parallelism. More importantly for our purposes,
he suggested the following main properties, which belong to the
ﬁgurebutnottothebackground.(i)Theﬁgureassumestheshape
traced by the contour,implying that the contour belongs unilater-
ally to the ﬁgure (border ownership, see Nakayama and Shimojo,
1990; Spillmann and Ehrenstein, 2004; Pinna, 2010a), not to the
background. (ii) Its color/brightness is perceived full like a sur-
face and denser than the same physical color/brightness on the
background that appears instead transparent and empty. (iii) The
ﬁgure appears closer to the observer than the background. These
propertiescanberelatedtothethreemainobjectattributes:shape,
color, and depth (Rubin, 1915, 1921).
In Figure 1A, the two inner regions of the square, separated
by a wavy contour, can be perceived alternately as a ﬁgure or as
a background. If the left side region is seen as a ﬁgure, the right
one is perceived as a background. Consequently,the wavy contour
appearsastheboundaryof theﬁgure,whilethebackgroundisper-
ceivedwithoutaboundaryand,thus,itamodallycompletesbehind
the ﬁgural region: as an empty space it ﬁlls the square frame. The
ﬁgure–groundsegregationinducesinthetworegionsabrightness
differentiation. The ﬁgure shows a clear surface color/brightness
property (Erscheinungsweise, Katz, 1911, 1930): the chromatic
paste appears solid, impenetrable, and epiphanous as a surface.
On the contrary, the background is not seen colored but empty,
penetrable and diaphanous as a void (Katz, 1911, 1930). Finally,
the left side region appears to protrude in front of the back-
ground and sometimes also seems to pop out from the square
frame. The background spreads and creates a penetrable depth
in distance within the frame. All these properties synergistically
contribute to the perception of the square shape like a frame or a
window.
In Figure 1A, the ﬁgure–ground differentiation can be attrib-
uted to the concave–convex alternation along the contour. Even
if this alternation can play a role on the basis of the convexity
principle studied by Rubin,the same complementary results,pre-
viously described, are obtained by replacing the wiggly contour
with a straight line, as shown in Figure 1B. Furthermore, similar
propertydifferentiationsemergealsowhenthesurroundingframe
is removed (Figure 1C).
Theseoutcomessuggestthatasingleline/contourbehaveslikea
watersheddifferentiatingthevisualﬁeldincomplementary(oppo-
site) attributes related to shape, color, and depth perception. A
single contour can be considered as a source of phenomenal
asymmetry on both its sides with respect to the visual distri-
bution of ﬁgure–ground attributes. If this were not true, then
it would be impossible to perceive a wiggly irregular circular
surface in Figure 2A or two women in Matisse’s drawings illus-
trated in Figures 2B,C, but the expected results would have been
respectively a wiggly closed contour in Figure 2A and a complex
set of contours running in different directions and intersect-
ing each other, without showing any speciﬁc surface and object
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FIGURE 1 |Three examples of ﬁgure–ground segregation induced by
contours (see the text).
organization in Figures 2B,C. The phenomenal organization of
contours in ﬁgure–ground attributes can be considered as the
visual evolution of a contour in a surface. The results of Figures1
and 2 show indeed shapes, surfaces, and objects. These outcomes
cannot be explained by invoking the role of past experience. In
fact, as shown in Figures 1 and 2A, the same properties emerge
without involving any kind of past experience.
Among the ﬁgure–ground attributes, the least strong within
the previous ﬁgures is the chromatic/brightness differentiation
between the ﬁgure and the background. In fact, why should a
contourcreateachromatic/brightnessdifferentiation?Whatisthe
relationbetweenacontourandachromatic/brightnessdifference?
In Figure 3A, the brightness effect is enhanced. Under these
conditions, the ﬁgure–ground segregation created by the wiggly
contour within the black square induces also a clear brightness
variation in the two complementary regions. Being the black
square per se a ﬁgure segregated from the white background
surrounding it, the presence of the wavy contour and of the T-
junctions on its boundaries favors its appearance as a window. In
spite of this new organization, the previous ﬁgure–ground differ-
entiation of attributes persists. The two regions can be partially,
alternately, and reversibly seen as a ﬁgure or a background, even
if it is easier to perceive the smallest region on the left side of the
wavy contour as a ﬁgure,according to the size principle suggested
by Rubin.
The chromatic/brightness differentiation and the ﬁgure–
ground segregation also persist but appear less and less strong
when the T-junctions are ineffective, i.e., by placing the wavy
contour more and more included within the black square
(Figures 3B,C).
The ﬁgure–ground differentiation of attributes is increasingly
perceived in the three conditions illustrated in Figure4,where the
FIGURE 2 |A wiggly irregular circular surface (A) and Matisse’s
drawings (B,C).
FIGURE3|B yplacing the wavy contour more and more included
(fromA to C) within the black square the strength of the surface color
and brightness induction decreases.
wiggly surface appears transparent, mostly in Figures 4B,C, and
theoverlappedregionsof theblacksquares,seenbehindthetrans-
parent layer, are perceived with chromatic/brightness properties
very different from the non-overlapped ones.
Theﬁgure–groundsegregationproblem,posedbytheprevious
ﬁgures, is related to the way the complementary properties and,
moreparticularly,thoserelatedtoshapeandcolorarereciprocally
linked and organized. The main questions we asked in this work
are the following: Where is information about shape and color
mostly located? Are shape and color independent? Does their cre-
ation take time to develop?Are they organized in sequential order
orinparallel?Isthereanyphenomenallogicintheirvisualorgani-
zation? How are they bound? How do shape and color contribute
to determine and deﬁne a visual object and what is the difference
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FIGURE 4 |Three transparent wiggly surfaces showing
chromatic/brightness effects (see the text).
between them? How are shape and color used by visual artists to
create objects and scenes? Is the way artists use shape and color
related to the way we perceive them?
GENERAL METHODS
SUBJECTS
Differentgroupsof 10undergraduatestudentsof linguistics,liter-
ature, architecture, and design and of children from 6 to 16years
old (only for the results reported in When the Color Becomes
Boundary), 10 for each year, participated in the experiments and,
for each experiment, to the two methods adopted and described
in the Section “Procedure.” Subjects had some basic knowledge
of Gestalt psychology and visual illusions, but they were naive
both to the phenomena studied and to the purpose of the exper-
iments. They were both male and female undergraduates and all
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
STIMULI
The stimuli were the ﬁgures shown in the Introduction and in
the Section “Results.” The overall sizes of the visual stimuli were
∼4˚. The luminance of the white background was 122.3cd/m2.
Blackshapeshadaluminancevalueof 2.6cd/m2.Theﬁgureswere
shown on a computer screen with ambient illumination from
a Osram Daylight ﬂuorescent light (250lux, 5600˚ K). Stimuli
were displayed on a 33-cm color CRT monitor (Sony GDM-F520
1600×1200 pixels, refresh rate 100Hz), driven by a MacBook
Pro computer with an NVIDIA GeForce 8600M GT.Viewing was
binocular in the frontoparallel plane at a distance of 50cm from
the monitor.
PROCEDURE
Inordertostudythephenomenaherepresentedtwomethodswere
used: one more qualitative (phenomenological task) similar to
thoseusedbyGestaltpsychologistsandanothermorequantitative
(scaling task).
Phenomenological task
The task of the subjects was to report spontaneously what they
perceived for each stimulus by giving, as much as possible, an
exhaustive description of the main visual property perceived. The
descriptions were provided by no less than 8 out of 10 subjects
and were reported in the next sections within the main text to aid
thereaderinthestreamof argumentations.Thedescriptionswere
later judged by four graduate students of linguistics, naive as to
the hypotheses, to provide a fair representation of the ones given
by the observers.
During the experiment, subjects were allowed: to make free
comparisons, confrontations, afterthoughts; to see in different
ways; to make variations in the illumination, distance, etc.; to
match the stimulus with every other one. All the variations and
possible comparisons occurring during the free exploration were
noted down by the experimenter. This was necessary to deﬁne the
best conditions for the occurrence of the emerging phenomena.
About these tasks and procedure see Pinna (2010b).
Scaling task
The phenomenological free-report method is complemented by a
more quantitative one, based on magnitude estimation. The sub-
jects were instructed to rate (in percent) the descriptions of the
speciﬁc attribute obtained in the phenomenological experiments.
New groups of 10 subjects were instructed to scale the relative
strengthorsalience(inpercent)ofthedescriptionsofthephenom-
enological task:“please rate whether this statement is an accurate
reﬂection of your perception of the stimulus, on a scale from 100
(perfect agreement) to 0 (complete disagreement).” Throughout
the text,we reported descriptions,whose results of the magnitude
estimation (mean rating) were greater than 88.
Thetaskof thechildrenisreportedinSection“WhentheColor
Becomes Boundary.” All subjects were tested individually. Dur-
ing the experiment, observation time was unlimited. Reports for
visual stimuli occurred spontaneously and fast.
RESULTS: SHAPE AND COLOR ORGANIZATION
BOUNDARY CONTOURS AND COLOR CONTOURS IN THE WATERCOLOR
ILLUSION
The previous ﬁgures show a possible answer to the ﬁrst ques-
tion: where is information about shape and color mostly located?
They suggest in fact that the information about shape and color
is placed along the contours. Given that a single contour is per-
ceived like the boundary of an object and appears to impart a
surface color/brightness attribute, it follows that the information
about shape and color is placed on the contour. This is clearly
demonstrated by the watercolor illusion (Pinna,1987,2005,2008;
Pinna et al.,2001,2003;Wollschläger et al.,2002; Spillmann et al.,
2004; Devinck et al., 2005; Pinna and Grossberg, 2005; von der
Heydt and Pierson, 2006; Werner et al., 2007). The illusion (see
Figure 5), induced by two juxtaposed contours of different colors
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FIGURE 5 |Three examples of watercolor illusion (see the text).
and luminance contrast, strongly increases the unilateral belong-
ingness of the boundaries and the surface coloration through a
long range color spreading (see Pinna, 2010a). These results are
related to the fact that the watercolor illusion fulﬁlls the phenom-
enal asymmetry on both sides of a contour, previously described.
More particularly, by creating a physical asymmetry and opposite
gradient attributes, the watercolor illusion increases the comple-
mentaryﬁgure–groundpropertiesthatarespontaneouslyinduced
on both sides of a contour, where the asymmetry is not physical
but apparent. This asymmetry induces also a volumetric effect
similar to the Chiaroscuro technique aimed to create a bold con-
trast between light and shadow. Leonardo da Vinci improved the
chiaroscuro through the Sfumato (from Italian “toned down” or
“evaporated like smoke”) obtained with a ﬁne shading that pro-
duces imperceptible transitions from light to dark areas, without
lines or borders,between colors and tones and aimed at obtaining
soft lighting effects (see DaVinci,1452–1519; for a deeper discus-
sion on the watercolor illusion and the Chiaroscuro, see Pinna,
2010c).
In the watercolor illusion, high luminance contrast between
adjacent contours shows the strongest ﬁgure–ground and col-
oration effect, however, the color spreading is visible at equi-
luminance (Pinna et al., 2001; Devinck et al., 2005; Pinna and
Reeves, 2006). Under these conditions, the border ownership is
weakened and the ﬁgure–ground segregation appears reversible.
This result suggest that ﬁgure–ground and depth segregation are
independent from the coloration effect (Pinna, 2005; Pinna and
Reeves, 2006; von der Heydt and Pierson, 2006). Pinna (2005)
and Pinna and Reeves (2006) introduced the “asymmetric lumi-
nance contrast principle”(Pinna, 2005) stating that, all else being
equal, given an asymmetric luminance contrast on both sides of
a contour, the region, whose luminance gradient is less abrupt,
is perceived as a ﬁgure if compared to the complementary more
abrupt region perceived as a background. These results are sum-
marized by the following spontaneous description of Figure 5A:
a wiggly orange object with a sinusoidal overall shape. An orange
objectisperceivedalsowhenthecontoursarenotclosedasshown
inFigure5B.Finally,thewigglyorangeobjectappearstransparent
or like a hole (see Pinna and Tanca, 2008)i nFigure 5C.
Theseresultscanshedlightonhowshapeandcolorarerelated,
i.e., in the phenomenal logic of their organization. To clarify this
point,it is necessary to analyze more deeply the previous descrip-
tion. On one hand,by saying“a wiggly orange object”the color of
the boundary contour of the object is not mentioned. Even if it is
clearlyperceived,thepurplecolordoesnotappearasacolorof the
object but like the boundary belonging unilaterally to the wiggly
orange object. In other terms, the purple contour does not deﬁne
thecolorbuttheboundaryand,therefore,theshape.Ontheother
hand, the adjacent orange contour deﬁnes the color of the object.
It does not appear like the boundary contour of the object but like
its color. It follows that the two contours play different roles.
These phenomenal properties of the watercolor illusion sug-
gestedthefollowinggeneralrule:Thejuxtaposedcontourwiththe
highest luminance contrast in relation to the surrounding regions
tends to appear as the outermost boundary of the ﬁgure (Pinna
and Reeves, 2006). This is the“boundary contour.”
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MODAL AND AMODAL COLORATION
The previous observations are supported by Picasso’s colored
drawing illustrated in Figure 6 and showing a yellow cock. Under
these conditions, the two sets of curved contours, black and yel-
low, belonging to the body of the cock, clearly assume different
roles: the black contours appear like boundaries, while the yel-
low ones deﬁne the color. To better perceive this result, it can
be useful to judge the phenomenal plausibility of the description
opposite to the previous one, i.e., a black cock. Straightaway, the
black cock appears as an inconsistent result, quite impossible or
totally absurd. This outcome suggests that the differentiation of
rolesbetweencontoursalsooccurswhentheyarenotadjacentlike
in the watercolor illusion.
These results suggest clear phenomenal differences between
Figure 6 and the watercolor illusion of Figure 5. While the col-
oration of Figure 5 is actually and modally perceived, the one
inside the body of the cock is perceived amodally (Michotte,
1951; Michotte et al., 1964; Kanizsa, 1985, 1991). More partic-
ularly, by reporting a yellow cock, the yellow coloration is vividly
perceived as completing within the cock body despite it is not
actually (modally) seen ﬁlling the whole shape like in the water-
color illusion. In other words, in spite of the few contours that
do not ﬁll the entire area, their coloration is perceived with an
amodal sense of unity and homogeneity within the area traced
and surrounded by the black contours. On the contrary, the
coloration of the watercolor illusion is modally perceived as ﬁll-
ing the entire area traced by the boundary contour. Modal and
amodal coloration were previously studied by Pinna (2008a,b).
The difference in the phenomenal quality of the coloration sug-
gests again that the necessary information needed to deﬁne shape
and color is placed on the boundaries. From the boundaries,these
properties ﬁll-in the whole shape (Pinna and Reeves,2006; Pinna,
2008a).
FIGURE 6 |Yellow cock by Picasso.
Other examples of amodal coloration can be observed in chil-
dren paintings where sometimes the color does not ﬁll completely
and perfectly the whole shape, but again the amodal coloration
emerges spontaneously. A similar amodal completion of color
is also easily perceived in Monet’s self-portrait illustrated in
Figure 7A, where all the elements are incomplete and sketchy.
Nevertheless, the lower part of Monet’s body appears amodally
colored of homogenous black. Another way to obtain the amodal
colorationisshowninPicasso’spaintinginFigure7B.Underthese
conditions the color overﬂows the boundaries of the ﬁgures, but
again it appears not as something else but as the color belonging
to the ﬁgure.
In the last two examples the contours and the color appear
different in terms of the area occupied by one or the other com-
ponent,i.e.,the chromatic area is much larger than the one of the
contours,insteadinFigures5and6bothcontoursareof thesame
width. Furthermore, Figures 7A,B use the incompleteness or the
exceeding of color in relation to the external boundaries to show
the amodal coloration, while the watercolor illusion and Picasso’s
cock use only contours respectively juxtaposed or separated and
tangledup.TheseparationofthetwocontoursofFigure6switches
the coloration effect from modal to amodal.
WHEN THE CONTOUR BECOMES COLOR
In Figure 6, it is not clear how the differentiation of roles occurs:
Is the overlapping of contours responsible for that or the fact
that the yellow contours are mostly included in the black ones
or something else? What deﬁnes the differentiation of roles? To
better understand the distinction between boundary contour and
color contour, we used the next conditions, where the connection
between Picasso’s Cock and the watercolor color illusion can be
more clearly understood.
It has been shown that in the case of the watercolor illusion
the juxtaposition of contours generates the ﬁgure–ground and
the coloration properties perceived modally. The presence of a
gap between the two contours weakens the two main properties
of the illusion more and more (Pinna et al., 2001). The modal
effectsbecomeamodal.Thisamodalregenerationofeffectsislikely
related to the necessary and inevitable process of boundary and
color/brightness induction perceived whenever a contour is given,
as we suggested for Figures 1–4.
FIGURE 7 | Monet’s self-portrait (A); Picasso’s painting (B).
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In Figure 8A, Matisse’s Woman has been modiﬁed with two
sets of black contours, slightly but clearly shifted in the horizon-
tal direction. The two shifted contours elicit an effect of blur or
duplicity of the boundaries of the woman. Both contours are per-
ceivedasboundaries.Moreparticularly,nocontourprevailsonthe
other as a boundary contour and none prevails as a color contour.
Therefore, the shape appears split into two or strongly blurred.
Moreover, the color/brightness differentiation is very weak or
totally absent.
These results change if an orange contour replaces one of the
two blacks. In Figure 8B, an orange woman is perceived. Simi-
larly to Figure 6, none of the subjects perceived the ﬁgure as a
black woman. Under these conditions, the blurred effect is very
weak or totally absent. It appears clear that the black contour is
predominantly perceived as the boundary of the woman, while
the orange contour appears as the color of the whole ﬁgure.
This is the reason why we don’t perceive a black woman. The
spreading of color is under these conditions perceived ﬁlling the
entire object amodally and independently from the fact that the
orange contour is inside or outside the ﬁgure surrounded and
shaped by the black contour. This is one of the many condi-
tions (other conditions were described in Figure 7) of amodal
coloration that we call“amodal wholeness of color.”On the other
hand, the“amodal wholeness of shape”is represented by Monet’s
self-portrait illustrated in Figure7A,where the rough contours of
thelegsandhandsﬁllthewholenessbycompletingamodallytheir
sketchy shape.
FIGURE 8 | Several variations of Matisse’s woman (see the text).
By replacing the black contour with a purple one (Figure 8C),
the phenomenal description is the same, i.e., an orange woman.
The orange contour assumes again the role of color and the pur-
ple one the role of boundary. Once again, this differentiation of
roles explains the fact that we perceive an orange woman and not
a purple or a purple–orange woman. The vertical displacement
of the two chromatic contours shows the same differentiation of
roles (Figure 8D).
PHENOMENAL LOGIC OF ASSIGNMENT OF THE ROLES OF BOUNDARY
AND COLOR CONTOURS
Assignment of the roles under equiluminance
When the two sets of contours are near equiluminance
(Figure 9A), their roles as boundary or color contours appear
instable and easily reversible. What appears difﬁcult to assign, in
the ﬁrst place, is the role of the boundary contour. Phenome-
nally, the differentiation of roles is addressed ﬁrst and foremost
to the boundary and then to the color. The boundary contour
ﬁxes the shape that has to be ﬁlled modally (in the case of the
watercolor illusion) or amodally by the color contour. Pinna
and Reeves (2006) suggested a similar sequential microgenesis
in the formation of the watercolor illusion. This instable alter-
nation of role assignment gives the ﬁgure a global effect that
differs from the one described for Figure 8A, where both set of
contours are black. In this case, there is not any competition.
Both contours are perceived as boundaries and none of them
is perceived as a color contour. The effect of blur and duplic-
ity of the boundaries is related to the primary assignment of the
boundary contour. In Figure 9A, the blurred effect is absent, but
the competition of roles is plainly perceived. Since it becomes
difﬁcult to assign the role of boundary, the color contour can-
not be assigned. Following the instability and reversibility of the
boundary contour, the color contour role is also instable and
reversible.
It is sufﬁcient to increase the luminance contrast of one of the
two contours to favor the assignment of the boundary and color
roles (Figure 9B). Phenomenally, the dark red contour pops up
instantly as the boundary of the woman and immediately after
thegreencontourbecomesitscolor.Thissequenceof assignments
was spontaneously reported by the observers.
If theluminancecontrastisresponsiblefortheboundary/color
role assignment, then an instable and reversible equilibrium
between the two contours can be obtained by reversing their
reciprocalcontrastandbykeepingtheirluminanceatthesamedif-
ference in relation to the background, as illustrated in Figure 9C.
The phenomenal results are similar to those of Figure 9A: the
instable and reversible alternation of the boundary role and the
assignmentsuspensionof theroleof thecolorcontour.Asaconse-
quence,byreducingtheluminancecontrastofthebackground,the
differentiationofrolesemergesspontaneously(seeFigure9D):the
boundary role is assigned to the contour with the highest contrast
and the color role to the contour with the lowest contrast. Finally,
by reversing the contrast of Figure 8C, as shown in Figure 9E,
opposite roles are now perceived in the purple and orange con-
tours:the orange contour appears as the boundary and the purple
becomes the color contour.
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FIGURE 9 | More variations of Matisse’s woman (see the text).
Assignment of the roles with multiple contours
Assignmentsof boundaryandcolorrolesoccuralsowhen,instead
of two, there are three displaced sets of contours. In Figure 10A,
the three black contours show even stronger results than those
describedforFigure8A:besidestheblurredandthetriplication,a
sense of repetition of the same shape is also perceived.Among the
contours there is not competition to take on the role of boundary,
but all the three appear as such at the same time. By changing the
colorandtheluminanceofthetwoexternalcontours(Figure10B),
the boundary and color roles are assigned immediately: the con-
tour in the center pops up as the boundary of the woman, while
the other two appear as a two-tone coloration.
By adding a further displaced contour, the amodal coloration
appears now three-tone (Figure 10C) or as having the same color
graded in brightness (Figure 10D). If any of the two sets of con-
tours are black, the blurred and duplication of the boundary
contours of the woman emerge again (not illustrated).
FIGURE 10 | Other variations of Matisse’s woman (see the text).
Assignment of the roles with polychromy
From the instances illustrated in Figure 10, the polychromatic
properties of an object emerge clearly: more than one contour
can assume the role of color contour. While multiple colors can
occur within the same object, multiple boundaries cannot (see
Figures 8A and 10A). This suggests the multiplicity of colors and
the uniqueness of the boundary.What happens if the polychromy
occursalongthesamecontour?InFigure11A,ablackcontourand
a displaced polychromatic one are perceived like a multicolored
woman. The polychromatic contour with the lowest luminance
contrastisperceivedasthecolorcontour.InFigure11B,thechro-
matically homogeneous contour,with a luminance contrast lower
than the one of Figure 11A is clearly perceived as the boundary
of thewoman,whilethepolychromaticcontourassumesthecolor
(multicolored) role.
In Figure11C,a condition opposite to the one of Figure11B is
illustrated. Now, the contour with the lowest luminance contrast
is the homogeneous one. The results show that the assignment
of roles is less effective than in the previous condition. Both
contours compete to appear as boundaries and the strength of
the boundary assignment to the contour with the highest lumi-
nance contrast is very low or absent if compared with the one
of Figure 11B. The global conﬁguration appears in fact blurred
and with a duplication of the boundary contours. A control
is illustrated in Figure 11D, where both contours are poly-
chromatic but with different luminance contrast. The effect of
the luminance contrast in assigning the boundary role is now
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FIGURE 11 | Other variations of Matisse’s woman (see the text).
more effective than the one of Figure 11C,w h e r ep o l y c h r o m y
and luminance contrast are one against the other. However, the
effect is less effective than the one illustrated in Figure 11B,
where the chromatic homogeneity and luminance contrast are
synergistic.
These results demonstrate that the homogeneity (uniqueness)
is a factor that plays a clear role in deﬁning the boundary con-
tour. More generally, the polychromy can be part of the amodal
coloration effect, rather than of the boundary formation and
assignment that requires an overall chromatic homogeneity and
therefore a oneness and uniqueness. In fact,given that the bound-
aries tend to surround and induce a ﬁgure–ground separation
with their unilateral belongingness, to obtain the best effect they
required being homogeneous and unique.
Assignment of the roles with thickness variations
The thickness of the contours also plays a role in assigning to it
the boundary attribute. In Figure 12A, the thickness of the red
contours of Figure 9A is increased. Under these conditions, the
instability and reversibility of the boundary assignment, previ-
ously described for Figure9A,is reduced or totally absent: the red
contours assume quite easily the role of boundary. The opposite
occurs when the thickness of the green contours is increased: the
boundary/color role between the two contours is now exchanged
(Figure 12B). Thickness and luminance contrast can compete, as
shown in Figure 12C. Nevertheless, when the thickness exceeds
a certain threshold (likely when it is not anymore a contour but
FIGURE 12 | Other variations of Matisse’s woman (see the text).
appears like a surface) it is perceived like a coloration attribute
(Figures 12D,E).
In Figure 13, three drawings/paintings by Matisse
(Figures13A,B)andbyRouault(Figure13C)areillustrated.They
demonstratethatbyincreasingthethicknessof theboundarycon-
tours, they appear less and less as such and assume other visual
meanings, such as stripes (Figure 13B) or shades and shadings
(Figure 13C).
Chromatic and achromatic attributes in boundary and color role
assignments
Several readers may have noticed that, all else being equal, the
assignment of the role of boundary to achromatic and chromatic
contours is not necessarily symmetrical, but it can be more easily
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FIGURE 13 | Drawings/paintings by Matisse (A,B) and by Rouault (C).
attributed to the achromatic ones, while the role of color to the
chromatic contour. To demonstrate this hypothesis, we can go
back to Figure 8B and compare it with Figure 14A, where the
relationship between chromatic/achromatic and high/low con-
trast is reversed on the same white background. Phenomenally,
the luminance contrast appears as the most important factor
in deﬁning the boundary role. In spite of this plain result,
a weakness of this kind of stimulus is that by increasing or
decreasing the luminance contrast of the orange contour like
in Figure 8B, the chromatic contour appears more and more
achromatic(lowsaturation).Therefore,todemonstratetheasym-
metrical role of chromatic and achromatic contours, we followed
anotherwaybasedonthespontaneousdescriptionof thesimplest
conditions.
In Figure 14B, the subjects reported simply“a woman,”but in
Figures 14C,D, they stated“a light red or a green woman.”These
naïve descriptions suggest that, in the limiting case of one con-
tour only, the chromatic contour tends to be perceived both as a
boundary and a color contour, while the achromatic one is per-
ceivedonlyasaboundarycontour.Thishypothesisissupportedby
Figure 14E, where the continuation of the same contour is alter-
nated by black and light red components. Under these conditions,
the subjects reported to see a light red woman. The role of the
achromatic contour in becoming more effortlessly as boundary is
supported even more by the results of Figure 14F, where being
both contours chromatic “a blue and light red woman” is more
easily perceived.
WHY DO WE SAY “A RED SQUARE” AND NOT “A SQUARE-SHAPED
RED” OR “A SQUARE RED”?
A further help in the understanding of the complex relationship
between shape/boundary and color comes again from the spon-
taneous descriptions. Malevich’s “Red Square” (Figure 15A)i sa
clear demonstration of the distinction between shape/boundary
and color. This simple description corroborates previous results
according to which shape and boundaries are extracted before
color:thenounisthesquareandnotthecolor.Thecolordescribes
and qualiﬁes the main and ﬁrst component, the noun, i.e., the
square shape. To show this more clearly, we can try again to
judge the phenomenal plausibility of the inverse description: a
square-shaped red or a square red. Even if both descriptions (red
square and square-shaped red) are logically equivalent, phenom-
enally are totally different. The ﬁrst is congruous and “real,” the
square-shaped red is incongruous and perceived odd or totally
impossible.
FIGURE 14 | Other variations of Matisse’s woman (see the text).
We suggest that the order of the two object attributes when
they are linguistically described is related to their perceptual orga-
nization. In other words,the formation of nouns and adjectives in
the case of shape and color strongly depends on the microgenesis
of their formation. The same argument can be used for Matisse’s
“bluewoman”illustratedinFigure15B.Undertheseconditions,it
is much more difﬁcult to formulate the inverse description (sim-
ilarly to the square-shaped red), thus corroborating the previous
argument about the organization of shape and color in sequential
order.
When the color becomes boundary
A further and stronger demonstration of the previous argument
emerges by asking 6–7years old children to paint a red square
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FIGURE 15 | Malevich’s red square (A); Matisse’s blue woman (B).
and a square-shaped red. Children up to 9years old consider the
square-shapedredasnormalandunexceptional.Onlylaterdoesit
appear odd. Nevertheless, even if the two descriptions are log-
ically equivalent, they are depicted in different ways as shown
in Figures 16A–C, where typical instances painted by the young
subjects are illustrated. When asked to paint a red square, young
children chose a black pastel, draw a square shape, then took a
red pastel, and colored the square shape in red. In the case of the
square-shaped red,they chose a red pastel,draw the square shape,
and then with the same red (i) ﬁlled the inner area of the square
or (ii) ﬁlled the square with a more delicate pressure of the pastel
creatingabrighterred.Theseresultsarepredominantupto9years
of age.
These results demonstrate that the color attribute needs a
boundary. Brieﬂy, the boundary precedes the color. Moreover,
shape and color are used like juxtaposed attributes of an object.
The shape is something else, independent from the color prop-
erty. Only after 9years old, children integrate the two attributes
of the red shape in a single object, represented in Figure 16D,
which is geometrically identical to the one of Figure 16B but
phenomenally different as we described previously. Besides, they
consider the square-shaped red as odd. This is a further demon-
stration of the previous statement: boundary precedes color.
A ﬁnal observation concerns the clear tendency of the achro-
matic contours to assume the role of boundary as demon-
strated by the results of the boundaries outlined with the black
pastel.
It is worthwhile noticing that, from a logical point of view, the
task“drawaredsquare”canalsobeinterpretedasaredoutlineof a
square(seeFigure16D).Thesamepossibleresultcanbeexpected
for the square-shaped red. Very few subjects draw only the red
outline. This result is supported by the fact that,on the basis of all
the previous results and on the visual organization of shape and
color, it does not take into account the presence of two attributes
within the linguistic description: shape and color. Therefore, if
shapeandcolorareindependentandtheshapeprecedesthecolor,
then they cannot be joined and integrated in a red outline,at least
not in the stage of the juxtaposition of properties. This result is
very rare also during the stage of integration,i.e.,after 9years old.
This can be interpreted in terms of phenomenal qualities of the
FIGURE 16 | Red squares and square-shaped red.
FIGURE 17 |Altamira’s and Lascaux’s cave paintings (A and B);
Matisse’s Pink Nude (C).
color that tends to ﬁll the entire shape both modally, like in the
watercolorillusion,andamodally,likeinthevariationsofMatisse’s
Woman.
Although this kind of result is unusual, the main answer
to the task “describe what you see in Figure 16E”i sar e d
square and never a white square or a white square with a red
outline. Similar results are obtained from the description of
Figure 16A. None of the subjects reported to see a red square
with black boundaries, but only a red square. These results vali-
dateonceagainthevisualshapeandcolororganizationpreviously
described.
Finally, the results of this section demonstrate that bound-
ary contours are not invisible even when they are invisible, in
the sense that they pop out from a homogeneous colored shape,
like Malevich’s Red Square, both through the naive description
(but also through what it is not said) and the spontaneous draw-
ings of young children. Therefore, they are not amodally invis-
ible even when they are modally invisible. These implications
can be extended to how artists paint their object. They used in
fact to start outlining the boundary contours with a black pas-
tel and then ﬁlling with chromatic paste the shape traced. This is
normally the way children draw and paint. The fact that bound-
aries are visible also when they are invisible is what emerges in
Altamira’s and Lascaux’s cave paintings (Figures 17A,B)o ri n
Matisse’s Pink Nude (Figure 17C). Examples of this kind are
present in most history of art, and this is because of the visual
organization of shape/boundary and color that we studied in this
work.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In the previous sections we demonstrated new examples useful to
understandthegeneralproblemofﬁgure–groundsegregationand,
more particularly, the unilateral belongingness of the boundaries
to the ﬁgure and the color/brightness induction within its surface.
We showed that to split two regions into ﬁgure and background
and, as a consequence, into complementary attributes (border
ownership,depth segregation,and surface color),a single contour
is sufﬁcient, just as many artists do when they create their work
starting from a contour or using only contours. In other terms, a
contour contains information about shape, depth, and color.
In this work we focused our attention on shape and color by
starting from the watercolor illusion with its juxtaposed contours
that play the roles of boundary and color. Then, we introduced
the notions of modal and amodal completion of color and sug-
gested new conditions where the contours are not adjacent, like
in the watercolor illusion, but displaced both horizontally and
vertically and where they are perceived as boundary or color con-
tours,notmodallybutamodally.Byvaryingthemainconditionsof
the displaced contours (luminance contrast,color,number,thick-
ness, and chromatic homogeneity), we studied how these factors
inﬂuenced the assignation of the roles of boundary and color to
the displaced contours. Through these experiments our purpose
was to answer the following basic question: Where is information
about shape and color mostly located? Are shape and color inde-
pendent? Are they organized in sequential order or in parallel? Is
there any phenomenal logic in their visual organization? How are
they bound? How are shape and color used by visual artists to
create objects and scenes? Is the way artists use shape and color
related to the way we perceive them?
On the basis of the results described in the previous sections,
the following answers emerged. (i) The information about shape
and color are placed along the contours. (ii) The contour with the
highest luminance contrast is perceived as the boundary contour
of the object. (iii) The contour with the lowest luminance con-
trastisperceivedastheboundarycontourof theobject.(iv)If one
contour takes on a role (e.g., boundary contour), then the other
adjacent (watercolor illusion) or displaced (variations of Matisse’s
Woman) contour assumes a different role (e.g., color). (v) The
boundary contour is conﬁned or restricted to a tiny contour sur-
rounding the perceived object to which it belongs, while the role
of the color contour is not conﬁned to its geometrical end but it
spreads into and ﬁlls the entire object. (vi) The coloration can be
either modal,like in the case of the watercolor illusion,or amodal
(see also Pinna, 2008), like in the case of Picasso’s Cock and in
Matisse’s variations. (vii) The two roles of boundary and color
contours are extracted one after the other,in sequential order,i.e.,
one role can be deﬁned only if and only after the other is deﬁned.
(viii) The color contour spreads and ﬁlls the entire object within
its boundaries, therefore again the role of the boundary contour,
representing the end of the spreading,is logically extracted before
the color of the object. (ix) This suggests the idea of “microgen-
esis” according to which the object perception and creation takes
time to develop; according to this hypothesis the roles of shape
and color are extracted in sequential order and in the same order
they are also used by artists to paint objects. (x) Each object tends
to show and to be perceived as having a single boundary contour
with the highest luminance contrast, even when it is not really
present. (xi) While the boundary contour tends to be one, the
color contour can be multiple: i.e., one boundary, many colors.
(xii) Achromatic contours tend to assume the role of boundary.
(xiii)Linguisticdescriptionsandobjectrepresentationsarerelated
(by some kind of morphism that requires to be studied more
deeply) to the visual organization of shape and color, i.e., seman-
tic and syntactic organization like the order of adjectives and the
tendency of some attributes to become adjectives and not nouns
or vice versa (see the linguistic and phenomenal plausibility of “a
red square”against the phenomenal oddness of “a square-shaped
red”). Finally (xiv), because shape and color take time to be inte-
grated,during the development of how the visual system leads the
reproduction of perceptual and linguistic objects, the integration
of visualattributes(stageof integration)canmanifestaninterme-
diate stage, before the full integration, where both attributes are
simply juxtaposed (stage of juxtaposition).
Studies on visual processing of contour and shape, based on
illusory contours (Shapley and Gordon, 1985; Dresp et al., 1990;
Dresp, 1992) and on contrast/assimilation phenomena (Shapley
and Reid, 1985), suggested that independent brain mechanisms
are involved. More recent studies demonstrated that neurons in
V2 respond differently to the same contrast border, on the basis
of the side of the ﬁgure to which the border belongs (Zhou et al.,
2000; Friedman et al., 2003; von der Heydt et al., 2003). This can
be considered as a neural correlate of the unilateral belongingness
of theboundaries.Moreparticularly,ﬁgure–groundsegregationis
likely processed in areas V1 and V2 (Zhou et al., 2000; Friedman
et al., 2003; von der Heydt et al., 2003), in inferotemporal cortex
(Baylis and Driver,2001) and the human lateral occipital complex
(Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001). Furthermore, Zhou et al. (2000)
reported that approximately half of the neurons in the early cor-
tical areas are selective in coding the polarity of color contrast.
The same correlate can be assumed to explain the ﬁgure–ground
effectofthewatercolorillusion(vonderHeydtandPierson,2006).
Thespecializedphenomenalrolesof thejuxtaposedanddisplaced
contoursinboundaryandcolorandthephenomenallogicof their
organization can shed light to understand how neurons become
more and more specialized by ﬁring to only one attribute and
how they are then integrated, after a level of juxtaposition of
attributes.
Themaingeneralprinciples,heresuggestedthroughnovelcon-
ditionstakenfromvisionandart,canbestartingpointstoexplore
a new domain focused on the microgenesis of shape and color
within the more general problem of object organization. In con-
clusion,integrated and multidisciplinary studies based on art and
visionsciencearedesirablebecausetheycanstronglycontributeto
the fully understanding (even in terms of neural circuitry) of the
basic and common problem of perceptual organization of shape
and color.
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